
A PUBLICATION OF

LIABILITY INSURANCE
TO UNDERSTAND AND TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL

6 KEYS



 2     Avoiding a Claim Denial

 4     Being Smart About Aggregate Limits

 7     Knowing Your Insurance Carrier as Well as Their Competors

 9     Reporng Average Revenue

11    Reporng Addions and Deleons Within Your Staff

13    Keeping Track of Average Annual Premium Costs Per Professional

Educate yourself with these six keys, 
applapply them to your own policy, and finally take ownership of your insurance coverage.
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Today, circumstance reporng requirements are much more stringent. In order to avoid
forfeing coverage, businesses need to know these requirements as well as owning their
mistakes if and when they take place. The worst thing a business or individual can do is
not report a claim or a possible claim because they trust that their client would never sue
them.

Do you know the difference between a claim and a
circumstance and the reporng requirements for both? The
biggest challenge in reporng claims without having them
denied is understanding your reporng obligaons under your
policy. The key things to look for are the definions of a claim
and a circumstance and understanding the possible triggers for both.

Avoiding a Claim Denial
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Take out your policy and gain a full understanding of its claim and
circumstance reporng requirements. You may be just in me to
preserve coverage for that circumstance should it develop into a
claim later.

TAKEAWAY

Think of it this way, would you want to be stranded in the middle of the road without
a re iron or spare re? Educang yourself on claim and circumstance reporng
requirements is as necessary as being prepared for a flat on the road. Mistakes or 
errors in judgement eventually happen. Handling them appropriately and in a mely
fashion is the first key in saving money with your professional liability insurance.



Being Smart about Aggregate Limits
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TAKEAWAY
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Knowing your Insurance Carrier as
Well as Their Competors
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TAKEAWAY
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Reporng Average Revenue
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TAKEAWAY
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Reporng Addions and Deleons of 
Professional Staff
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Report addions and deleons of licensed staff members during
the policy year so your next renewal premium is figured with 
current informaon.

TAKEAWAY
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Keeping Track of Average Annual 
Premium Costs Per Professional

Reporng staff changes midterm is important and keeping track 
of your premium per professional  is a tool you can use to double 
check the insurance company’s math.  At the same limit and deducble as your current 
policy, note the difference in the average premium charged per professional from one 
year to the next. Does the resulng difference make sense given the overall change in 
the firm’s exposures? If not, ask for a premium review and an explanaon for the change 
in the in the average premium per professional. Insurance carriers will generally be reasonable 
and will reduce a premium to retain a good customer.  Take ownership of your policy 
and hold your insurance carrier accountable.
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Check to see if your renewal quote makes sense given exposure 
changes over the last year. If not, ask for a premium review and 
require your insurer to explain the quote to your sasfacon.

TAKEAWAY
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Remember these keys the next me your professional liability insurance policy is due to
renew. It all starts with taking ownership of your insurance policy. Taking the me to 
review your insurance documents and to understand the factors that determine your 
premium gives you control and with that comes peace of mind knowing you are ge ng
the most value for your premium dollar. And, if keeping track of all of this informaon
proves to be too much of a drain on your valuable me, reach out for help from a 
pprofessional liability insurance broker. There are specialists like LiabilityPro Insurance
Advisors, that will be your advocate and not allow your insurance carrier to take 
advantage of your good nature.

Review
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Let the licensed insurance professionals at LiabilityPro Insurance Advisors act as your
advocate at renewal. They'll work with you to analyze your current insurance coverage
and recommend improvements, if they can, that you can take back you to your current
insurer and/or secure compeng coverage for you with one or more of their “A Rated”
insurance companies, all at no cost to you.

Receive more 
educaonal info
from LiabiltyPro

For more help
understanding your
liability coverage

Get started
on your needs
based renewal

Subscribe Contact Us Get Started

*Coverage terms subject to underwring acceptability and actual policy terms and condions’

Next Steps
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http://www.liabilityproinsurance.com/#subscribe
http://www.liabilityproinsurance.com/contact-us
http://www.liabilityproinsurance.com/#premium-estimate
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